Service Request 81843 DOS Code FFH and CHD

The following changes to the DOS Code table are requested.

- Add “CHD” – Charge Differential Pay
  This code is in response to the UC/UPTE-HX agreement effective 3/30/2007.

- Delete FFH – Fire Fighters Holiday Pay
  This code is no longer required by UCD and UCSC.

Therefore, at the request of OP Compensation, the appropriate transactions are made available via FTP. Campuses should obtain the transactions at:

PAYDIST.CTL2007.CARDLIB (DOS81843)

The supplied update transactions must be processed via PPP004. Be sure to change “???” in the transactions to the appropriate sequence number for your location.

These transactions should be applied as soon as possible.

As always, these updates should be applied to production only as approved by your campus Payroll manager. We suggest making a backup of the updated control tables either through an unload or an image copy after updating your production tables.

Functional questions regarding these DOS code updates should be addressed to Patty Yamashita <mailto:patty.yamashita@ucop.edu>. Patty may be contacted by telephone at (510)987-0909.

Technical questions may be addressed to me at <mailto:Janet.Kennedy@ucop.edu>, or call (510)587-6128.